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• THE ORCHARD
The trial took part in the
fruit test orchard owned
by the University of
Banjaluka, where
different training
systems of plum were
considered: „UFO“, „bi-
axis“ and „plum spindle“.

• THE MACHINERY
For the trials the sensory system from a
prototype mist-blower was used. Its purpose is to
trigger the electro - magnetic valves that are
connected to up to 16 nozzles, without the
support of RTK GPS. In case the plant canopies
are present, it sprays, if not, the electro-magnetic
valve for that location remains closed which
reduces the use of PPPs.

• TECHNOLOGY
This approach could be supported whit the help of LiDAR based
system that uses two SICK TIM510 LiDARS and placed
perpendicular to each other to produce readings used in custom
developed SLAM and electro-magnetic valve triggering algorithm.
This setup makes it possible to actively respond to the plant
canopies' properties by positioning the system, using the readings
from the horizontally placed LIDAR and vertically placed LIDAR to
inspect plant canopies.

• TESTING

→To reduce the amount of PPPs;
→To achieve the same protective effect;
→To evaluate degree of possible saving for different types of

plum cultivars and variability of the plum trees.

• OBJECTIVES
The aim of this study to determine the degree of possible spraying optimization.
Different plum cultivars have different characteristic, and these must be
considered when spraying the plants in order to save on plant protection
products (PPPs).

• CONCLUSION
The present field trial proved that LiDAR sensors are an accurate enough to detect missing plants and holes among a the plum tree canopies
avoiding expensive GPS systems. The initial test show that this upgrade will allow to save to save around 15% of PPPs in actual treatments in
mixed plum orchards. The further test will show how does this saving amount changes between „UFO“, „bi-axis“ and „plum spindle“ type trainign
system.
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